Dernières acquisitions pour la collection de japonais - Janvier-juillet 2021

Ouvrages papier

Mabiki infanticide and population growth in eastern Japan, 1660-1950 Fabian Drixler
War and militarism in modern Japan issues of history and identity ed. by Guy Podoler
Technical knowledge in early modern Japan edited by Erich Pauer & Russelle Meade
Women and networks In Nineteenth-Century Japan edited by Bettina Gramlich-Oka, Anne Walthall, Miyazaki Fumiko, Oka, Anne Wal,thall, Miyazaki Fumiko
Buddhist healing in medieval China and Japan edited by C. Pierce Salguero, Andrew Macomber
Divorce in South Korea doing gender and the dynamics of relationship breakdown Yean-Ju Lee
Imperatives of care women and medicine in colonial Korea Sonja M. Kim
Japanese art critical and primary sources edited by Morgan Pitelka
Visualizing fascism the twentieth-century rise of the global right Julia Adeney Thomas and Geoff Eley, editors
Art and engagement in early postwar Japan Justin Jesty
My experience studying abroad in Japan the Gilman scholarship, travel abroad tips and more Patel Raj
Mount Fuji Icon of Japan H. Byron Earhart.
My Heart Sutra a world in 260 characters - Form and emptiness mantra and meaning Frederik L. Schodt
La fille de la supérette Sayaka Murata ; traduit du japonais de Mathilde Tamae-Bouhon
1Q84 Haruki Murakami ; traduit du japonais par Hélène Morita ; avec la collaboration de Yôko Miyamoto

Ebooks

Exporting Japanese aesthetics: evolution from tradition to cool Japan / edited by Tets Kimura & Jennifer Anne Harris